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All Classroom Buildings Close At Midnight
By Steven Lebow
News Editor
Pressured by spiralling energy
fijsts, the College has reinitiated
onservation programs begun last
wr during the "Energy Crisis".
He rise in energy prices, although
sjtas widely publicized as last year,
;is forced the administration to
lose all classroom buildings by
! 00 midnight and to ask students to
:ut CaCK on unnecessary neai aim
ilectricity usage.
Energy costs are one of the
iitest rising costs we have," said
.tin R. O. McKean, the Vice- -
President of the College. "The
saservation procedures, when they
lereimplemented last year, saved a
jreat deal," he said. He explained
iaibecause students are not aware
Average Grade Rising
In Eight Year Span
By Peter Meyer
Theaverage grade earned at Kenyon has been rising steadily over the past
r.;it years, following a reported national trend.
During the period at Kenyon from 1966 to 1974 the average grade rose from
1.04 to 7.86 on the 12 point scale, or from a B- - to a B.
Articles in Time and Newsweek
::ently called attention to a
situation which is becoming a
j'jonal phenomenon. Colleges such
is Stanford, where the
iiergraduate average is slightly
low an A, or Yale, where 42
Mcent of the spring term grades
'ere A's, are extreme cases of the
'.resent collegiate grading situation
iroughout the United States.
There are a
range of explan- - NEWS
ltions for the rise ANALYSIS
u grades. In-leas- ed
competition among stu-ient- s
for graduate school places has
prompted many professors to be less
wingent in their grading practices
ian they were ten years ago. With
ieincrease in applicants, graduate
schools cannot spend as much time
"sluating an individual in terms of
this grades mean coming from a
Articular college. An A from
Kenyon is thus coming to mean the
M"ie as an A from OSU, the latter
sually being considered an easier
school in terms of grades. Many
?raduate schools are increasingly
'elying on entrance exams such as
4e GREs.
An attitudinal change in the value
ades and grading seems to have
'ken place. "The attitude toward
!csdemic customs underwent a
'evision in the late sixties," said
''ofessor Church of the English
kpt.
"Tough grading was no longer
u end unto itself. We began to see a
Jr6er perspective in kids studying.
TouEh grading ceased to be a
Jirtue."
Tle relaxation of distribution
;eViirements has also doubtlessly
;llyed a part in raising averages.
Clients are now allowed greater
J'itude in choosing their courses
Eleven three years ago, and are
'Sss likely to take courses in which
fy might receive a poor grade,
"s many spend their time taking
'Urses in which they will do well.
s with monetary inflation, it is
of the problem this year, they are
using more fuel than needed.
According to figures released by
the maintenance department, "The
total cost for the same amount of gas
used last year rose 19 percent, while
the total cost for a uniform amount of
electricity increased by
approximately 29 percent."
Mr. Richard P. Ralston,
Superintendent of Buildings and
Grounds, also noted that "The gas
company is figuring a 20 percent
increase by next July and the electric
company is figuring a 15 percent
increase."
Study Facilities
The decision to close all
classroom buildings by 12:00
midnight came from the
administration's conclusion that the
buildings are poorly utilized and
unlikely that the inflation of grades
will benefit anyone in the long run.
Dean Williamson said graduate
schools "will have to adopt some
sort of system whereby a student is
evaluated in terms of his or her
achievement in the class as a
whole," as a means of differentiating
between a grade of A in a class where
the average was A and an A in a class
where the average was a B- -.
Students Pick Up Tab
For Phone & Baby Books
By Tom Ford
Kenyon students were charged for the Kenyon Phone Book and the
Freshman "Baby Book" this year for the first time and the Student Council
tried to find out why at its last meeting.
The Hannah More Society pub-
lished the phone book this year
and sold them to students for one
dollar. According to a Hannah More
spokesman, the cost of the operation
was between $400 and $450, the
Society sold close to 500 copies of the
phone book. Susan T. Givens, Dean of
the Residential College, told the
Council that, "We really don't know
what the (HMS') profit was."
A spokesman for the Society said
that the organization was not out "to
make a lotta money". Some Council
members objected to the idea of
selling the directory on the basis that
the College has a responsibility to
supply the Kenyon community with
PBX numbers of administrators,
faculty and students.
Dean Givens pointed out that
directories were placed with
approximately 50 PBX extensions
around campus, "The college puts
the phones in for the convenience of
the students and provides a directory
and that's the end of the College's
responsibility," said Dean Givens.
The Freshman "Baby Book" was
also sold to students at a cost of one
(Con't On Page 4)
incurring unnecessary costs.
"I went through Ascension on the
Monday before Thanksgiving
Vacation and there were twelve
rooms lit," said Ralston. "There
were five students in the whole
building and there wasn't a room
where there was more than one
student," he said.
The Student Affairs Committee of
the Student Council has suggested to
the administration that Upper
Dempsey Hall be kept open for study
purposes from 10:00 p.m. -- 2:00 a.m.
on an experimental basis.
"We're looking for an increase in
the study facilities in Gund study
room," said Vice-Preside- nt
McKean. "Mr. Dameron (the
librarian) is investigating the
possibility of putting more study
carrels in there."
In November, 1972, the Biology
Kenyon 's Associate Chaplin, Joan P.
Grimm: "There's nothing that says
that women can't be ordained;
there's just nothing that says they
Tenure:
T7!i's article is the final installment
in a three part series dealing with
tenure at Kenyon and the proposal to
evaluate its present status.
By Dick Jeffries
In August of 1973, Provost Bruce
Haywood produced a report
concerning a possible change in
Kenyon's tenure policy, in response
to an earlier report published by a
joint commission of the Association
of American Colleges and the
American Association of University
Professors. In his report, the
Provost declared that the
commission's study ". . .leaves
unanswered the most difficult
question that it raises: how can there
be a guarantee of tenure for all who
warn it without there eventually
being faculty bodies which have a
dangerously high proportion of
tenured persons?"
Building used 57,600 kilowatt hours
at the cost of $653.44. During
November, 1973, the building used
50,400 kilowatt hours at the cost of
$624.23. The maintenance
department attributes this decrease
to student's awareness of the energy
problem last year. This past
November the Biology Building used
51,000 kilowatt hours and the bill
rose, due to enormous price
increases, to $944.77.
"We want to be able to provide
adequate study space," said
McKean, "but we've got to resolve
those energy problems."
Student
Responsibilities
Last November, Dorm 3 used
31 ,200 kilowatt hours and the bill was
$477.08. This past month Dorm 3
used only 26,000 kilowatt hours, but
Doubt Cast Upon
Women's Ordination
By Steven J. Lebow
News Editor
The continuing controversy
concerning the ordination of women
to the priesthood of the Episcopal
Church centered in Ohio this past
week, leaving unclear when women,
including Kenyon Associate Chaplain
Joan P. Grimm, will be ordained.
Two women, recently ordained at an
irregular service, planned to
exercise priestly functions at a
celebration of Holy Communion last
Sunday at a parish in Oberlin, Ohio.
John H. Burt, Bishop of Ohio and a
trustee of Kenyon College, forbade
the service. The service was held
despite the Bishop's prohibition.
"It's a way or recognizing the
women as priests," said the
Reverend L. Peter Beebe, in an
interview with the Associated Press.
Mr. Beebe, the rector of Oberlin's
Christ Episcopal Church, added that
he hoped the service will help the
entire denomination to recognize the
women.
The plans of the two women
Policy And
The Provost proposed that the
College replace its present tenure
program, consisting of a seven-yea- r
probationary period followed by
either dismissal or a lifetime tenure
appointment, with a three-phas- e
program.
"The first would be like our
present probationary period, a
series of limited appointments over
four to seven years, with a careful
evaluation of the person coming at
from three to six years. If the
College was well satisfied with his
performance, it would then offer him
a second stage of appointment. This
second stage would be an
appointment for seven years, with
the College being required to give the
appointee a year's notice, if his
position had to be eliminated in that
span."
"At the end of his fourth year,"
said the Provost, "he would receive
the bill was $609.14. In 1972 it cost
$11.72 per 1,000 kilowatt hours in
Dorm 3 and in 1974 it cost $18.69 for
1,000 kilowatt hours in the same
dorm.
"The utility commissions have
been granting the utility companies
all these raises," said Ralston.
"They have a fuel clause in their bill
and so whenever coal, or whatever
fuel they use, goes up, they stick it on
your bill."
The administration and
maintenance are hoping that
students, through their own
measures, will be able to save on
costs.
"If we didn't do what we did last
November," said Mr. Ralston, "the
budget would've been in the red. It's
up to students to help. They're the
only ones who can do it."
followed a recommendation by the
standing committee of the Ohio
Diocese to ordain Joan Grimm,
presently a deacon, as a priest.
Bishop Burt has said he will not
ordain Ms. Grimm at the present
time.
"The canons make clear the
priesthood is limited to the male
gender," said Bishop Burt,
referring to the fact that the pronoun
"he" is used in Church provisions
for the ordination service. Despite
this, he seems to see the change as
inevitable, but has stressed that the
official sanction will have to come in
1976, at the next Church convention.
"There's nothing that says that
women can'tbe ordained," said Ms.
Grimm, "there's just nothing that
says they can."
The canons of the Episcopal
Church don't specifically bar women
from the priesthood, but long Church
tradition is against it.
"What needs to happen at this next
general convention," said Ms.
(Con't On Page 4)
Problems
a comprehensive written evaluation,
and at the end of the sixth would come
his final evaluation for permanent
appointment." The Provost added
that all faculty members would
receive, every fifth year, a
statement regarding "the member's
movement in rank and salary," as
well as an evaluation of his overall
relationship with Kenyon. This
suggested change was subsequently
turned down by the Faculty Council.
The faculty, despite its
disapproval of the Provost's
proposed changes, does recognize
the need for a change. They are
presently considering one or more
programs which would either
augment or replace Kenyon's
present tenure policy. The details of
the proposals are not available at
this time, but a decision will
probably be made by the end of the
school year.
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Kenyon's Energy Crisis
As the nation's energy shortage and inflation are becoming major concerns
of the College, measures will have to be taken to avoid what could become a
severe crisis. Because the College has no control over the price increase for
electricity and gas, one of the few solutions to this problem entails cutting
back "unnecessary" costs and facilities.
Unfortunately, what the administration deems unnecessary seems at
times, vital to the students. The decision to close Ascension, the Biology
Building, Samuel and Philip Mather, and the Library by 12:00 a.m. is a case in
point. There is now a dearth of available quiet places for the student who
wants to study after midnight. The administration must reconcile the conflict
of cutting costs while still maintaining adequate study facilities.
The administration's suggestion that students begin using the dorms for
study is inadequate. Students trying to study and students socializing would
only cause unneeded conflict. The suggestion of the Student Affairs
Committee that Dempsey be used for late night studying is at least a step in
the right direction.
Students will have to come to an understanding of the administration's
concern for rising costs and the subsequent closing of buildings. The
administration will have to reach a similar understanding of the students'
need for adequate study areas.
You Don't Say?
The Collegian staff strives to present the news clearly, concisely and most
importantof all, accurately and fairly. At times we make mistakes; factual
inaccuracies and typographical errors. When our readers report these
mistakes to us, we take our licks and vow to improve as we go along.
Not so occasionally, but often enough to notice, we receive letters claiming
that we are "dishonest", "malicious" and in general, "out to get someone."
This is an ill-found- ed assumption.
We don't claim to be entirely objective. That's not humanly possible. What
we do strive for is a fair representation of the news. To seek a malicious
intent in an innocent mistake is perhaps an over-zealou- s scrutiny. We do not
intentionally hurt people. We report the news, we don't create it.
We refer the reader who would implore us to print only nice things to
Newscope. It always has a nice ending.
"George! Up on the roof! The
News Editor
STEVEN J. LEBOW
Editorial Cartoonist Jock Yellott
Feature Artist Jim Borgman
Photography Editor.. Steven Scofield
Stephenson, Bruce Weitz
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sound of tiny hooves!"
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Letters To The Editor
THE KENYON COLLEGIAN encourages letters to the Editor. All submissions must be typed. The
Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining the original intentions of the
particular submission.
Library Noise Can Gain
Attention Of Deaf
To the Editor:
I believe myself not to be of an
unusually choleric disposition;
however, the situation in regard to
general noise in the library is enough
to gain the attention of the deaf. For
some strange reason, I was
previously of the notion that a library
is a place where one might enjoy the
chance to be able to concentrate on
those things needful of strict
attention. My notion must be
incredibly antiquated, for people
congregated in Chalmers last
Saturday night as though they were
members of a riotous social
celebration; even reading a
relatively easy novel became harder
than the task of Sisyphus. I would
utterly detest Irma Prunesquallor
assiduously patrolling every nook
and cranny of the library on a
witches' hunt for sound, but I see no
other course if the volume cannot be
adequately controlled by supposedly
responsible persons. Aldous Huxley
wrote, in a much different context
though here apposite, "This din goes
far deeper, of course, than the ear-
drums. It penetrates the mind, filling
itwithababel of distractions." It is
up to individuals to realistically deal
with this babel in what used to be a
rather sane atmosphere.
Carter Woods
Alumni Raises Questions
About Faculty Proposals
To the Editor:
I refer to the item in the November
21 Inside Senate column, reporting
four recommendations from Faculty
Council to the Regulations Com-
mittee concerning academic stand-
ards.
I am willing to agree that there
seem to have been a hell of a lot of
cum laude graduates the past few
years, and I'm not going to burn down
any buildings if the faculty chooses to
raise the standard for Collegiate
Honors. ("What does it matter to
him?" you will say. "He's already
got his degree.") However, I do wish
to pose the question, "Why bother?"
The proposal to raise the cum laude
standard seems to suggest that there
is some nationwide criterion of cum
laude performance which Kenyon's
standard is out of step with and needs
to be adjusted to. This is just not so.
No college's cum laude is the exact
equivalent of any other college's cum
laude.
If a higher proportion of students
than before are earning cumulative
averages in the cum laude range, it
seems clear to me that one of two
things is happening (or probably, in
different instances, both). Either the
students are doing better work or the
professors are grading less
stringently. Now if the first is true,
and the standard for Collegiate
Honors is then raised, Collegiate
Honors become, for certain
students, the carrot held by the rider
in front of the donkey's nose. If, on
the other hand, the second situation
exists, the place to make the change
is in grading standards, not in the
required average for Collegiate
Honors.
I have more serious objections to
two of the other proposals. As for the
recommendation that cumulative
averages be computed on the basis of
all work taken, rather than just the
best 16 units, there are only two
effects that I can imagine such a step
producing. Either students'
cumulative averages will be lower
(and why do we want lower
cumulative averages?) or and I
detectadisturbing whiff of financial
expediency here they will be
deterred from registering for more
than 16 units of work. Why
discourage, by such a change, the
very intellectual adventurousness
that Kenyon should be developing in
her students?
When it comes to the proposal that
transfer students be required "to
have at least 12 units of Kenyon
credit to be considered for
Collegiate Honors," I regard this
recommendation with as much
sorrow as anger. That it could have
been produced by any members of a
faculty that I regard with so much
respect is genuinely saddening to
me. If a transfer student is required
to have eight units of Kenyon credit to
graduate, why should he be required
to have 12 to be eligible for
Collegiate Honors? A clear double
standard is being advocated here. If
the College is going to admit a
student as a transfer, that admission
ought to be to the full range of
privileges available to students who
started there. If a student's previous
work is acceptable to the College for
admission purposes, it ought to be
equally acceptable for Collegiate
Honors purposes. In retrospect, it
seems to me that transfer students
have contributed more than their
share to Kenyon's rare richness. If
we believe that transfers have
something unique to offer Kenyon,
and Kenyon something unique to offer
them, instituting a regulation which
would discourage incoming
transfers is ridiculous. And to
impose, on those who do come, this
sort of academic second-clas- s
citizenship is utterly uncon-
scionable.
All of these proposals tend
directly or indirectly toward
reducing the proportion of students
who graduate with Collegiate
Honors. As I've said, I can't quite
understand why this is a goal which
needs to be achieved at all. However,
if it must be, the way to go about it is
simply to grade a little tougher. The
goal will not be legitimately achieved
by rulings which single out small
groups of students, such as transfers
or those wishing to take more than 16
units.
Needless to say, I and, I hope,
every present Kenyon student will
be most interested in Faculty
Council's rationale for these
proposals and their answer to these
criticisms. In the meantime, though,
I reiterate that the recommendations
in question, as reported in the
Collegian, strike me as pointless at
best and extremely harmful at worst;
and I urge that they be actively
opposed now, while they are still
"only recommendations and . . . not
. . . in effect."
Jim Carson
The LORD And
The Music Department
To the Editor:
I have always felt that negativism
was a lackluster and boorish
approach to any problem. The
following is a positive approach to
the Musical Building dilemma at
Kenyon. This will require, however,
the taking of THE LORD'S name in
vain (no doubt), so I suggest that the
fainthearted and non-tenure- d get off
before we get started.
Due to the transient nature of most
of Kenyon's population many are
unaware of a very exciting game
played around here wherein every
few years departments and offices
jump around trying to find someplace
to plug in their coffee urns. This
began, I believe, in 1962 when the
Accounting Office moved from
Ascension to Ransom, requiring the
removal of some of Ransom's
entryway stone to accommodate the
safe. Then Account, rubber stamps
and red lipstick, moved to Bexley
(the stone came off and on again like
so much hotcha lingerie). Someone
then decided to move Accounting into
the basement of Rosse, sending the
Music Department on a wild
scramble for someplace to park
their tubas. NOW, amid pleas for
more money, we are informed that
Accounting is moving into Smythe
House, or Rogan's old house, or even
the present Music Annex and (you
guessed it!) Music is moving back
into the basement of Rosse.
We then wonder who is the gypsy,
spirited member of Accounting'
Those nice ladies? Certainly not
mild-mannere- d Louis Szalontai. We
are left to conclude that it is THE
LORD. No one in this liberal
community would dream of stifling
the adventure in anyone's heart, but
when it costs the college thousandsof
dollars it is time to find a reasonable
solution. Here is mine.
Kenyon sends Mr. Kurella out to
buy a nice new mobile home, or even
a clean used one. It could be quickly
renovated for a small and reasonable
sum to suit Accounting's needs and
made to blend into the campus by
completely covering it with stone
procured from the south side of Old
Kenyon (leaving that building's
photogenic and endearing front
intact). This initial investment would
be miniscule compared to the
present costs of moving THE LORD
and his Howdy Doody memorabilia
all over campus in this senseless
game of musical buildings. Anytime
in the future when THE LORD felt
like changing his view or his parking
place (or his proximity to the tennis
courts) the trailer could be towed toa
new and exciting place.
As a further savings to the college,
perhaps we could even bribe the
truck driver during one of these little
moves to make an unexpected turn
and tow THE LORD all the way to
Utica, Newark even.
William S. Cline K'72
Errors In Sports Survey
Article Corrected
To the Editor:
The article in the Collegian of
December 5, 1974, on the Committee
on Athletics contains several
serious misrepresentations of the
commitee's intentions and
activities. Among these, the
questionnaire which is being so
carefull prepared with the adviceand
support of the Committee and The
Athletic Department is not designed
to discover ' "who are the good
coaches, what sports should be
eliminated, etc." ' Our intention isto
canvas student opinion on ho
satisfactorily the athletic program
and facilities meet students' needs,
both in competitive amd on
recreational athletics. We hope to'
the questionnaire will e'ic''
information on which productive
policies may be based, and not invite
divisive value judgements.
John Ward
Phil Morse
Can't Print Anything Nice?
Don't Print Anything At All
To the Editor:
What is it you hope to gain by yor
current slanderous and malicious
attacks on the intellectual aptitude of
the present Freshman Class? Fr
weeks The Collegian has taken upo
itself to headline half truths,
innuendo and outright lies in 11
attempt to destroy not only tW
credibility of Class of '78 butalso it
basic integrity. I find
misalignment of justice "
repugnant and contrary to the very
base upon which Kenyon was founde .
in short, the question is not tie
intellectual aptitude of the class
'78, but the moral and profession
character of a press participating
brazen displays of "yel'0
'a" 1journalism" which can only
the realm of the intellectually t
I suggest to The Collegian as
that 11 J""immediate alternative
can't print anything nice , don't pr'"1
anything at all
Paul Burkholdef
nbT 12, 1974
Kenyon
Viva La France
By Matthew C. Freedman
France is less than one step away
those students planning to take
advantage of the French Dept.'s
ammer (all program next year. The
program permits Kenyon students to
participate in tannam s
ammer fall semester program in
France.
professor Goodhand, who has
ipervised the summer portion of
jis year s program, commented
jjt "Kenyon actively recruits
.indents for the coming year of the
program under the continuing
arrangement of informal
sllaboration."
The 1975 program, which will
basically follow the '74 format, will
mfromJune to December and will
provide a wide variety of courses and
iirning experiences as well as
rench acculturation. For a month
iring the summer, students will
,--
jdy conversation, phonetics, and
rrammar at the Institut Catholique in
Paris.
The highlight for many students
trolled in last year's program was
ivolvement with French artisans
rto instructed the students in
dpture, silkscreening and
ramies.
The two weeks of work with
rench artisans students learning
mous crafts, living in small towns
sattered around the lovely
iootryside of Auvergne, and being
ito speak French most of the
je was a rare and enriching
iperience for them," said
-- rolessor Goodhand. "They were
lighted with their living situations
udwith their handiwork in pottery,
:ged steel, sculpture, etc. This
smentof the summer lends a novel
ui enticing character to the
arlham program," he said.
The fall semester courses at the
ntut Catholique include
srature, political science and art
itory. Excursions to Paris,
rifnon, Aries, and Versailles are
x planned and more than ample
will be set aside for independent
:avel.
Janet Beilly, a participant in the
digram, described her experience:
He two weeks I spent in my little
rJlage of Cassanous are two weeks
ticn I feel can never be topped! I
-- joyed the craft itself; but most
iportantly the incredible
JPortunity to speak only French
r4 farmers, learn new customs,
at fantastic meals and explore the
:'fnificent area surrounding
aptenac. I can do nothing but rave
utthis part of the program."
Qualified students for the 1975
Wgram will be considered on the
ssisof completion of intermediate
?toch, a CEEB score of 600 in
'Men, or an interview with a
'ember of the French department,
to program is so designed that
tients with minimal oral and
ftmmar background will feel
'Mortable and thus, will profit
from the unique experience. In
'fy the cost of the six month
;rWam in France was $2,810.00.
to the continual fluctuation of
--
national currencies and
lation, a current figure can not be
Sted.
to'erested students can find out
out the 1975 program from former
ficipants at a meeting Professor
hand will arrange in the middle
" January.
sonestudent explained, "I think
" lint program is advantageous to
''"schools: for Kenyon to provide a
rei?n study they would not be able
manage alone and for Earlham to
r?P alive the program."
marked Professor Goodhand,
'look forward to the continuation
"Solidification of the association
'een Earlham and Kenyon ii.
''"re years."
Abroad
BullyForEngland
By Bill McCown
In conjunction with the University
of Exeter, in Southern England,
Kenyon is arranging a unique foreign
study program to provide students
with the opportunity to learn and
travel in England under the
supervision of a Kenyon faculty
member. While there are presently a
number of English foreign study
programs open to Kenyon students, it
is hoped that this faculty-supervise- d
program will provide greater
coordination with Kenyon cur-
riculum. At this point the pro-grV- m
is in a tentative stage and
remains to be ratified by the faculty.
"The work done at Exeter will be
of comparable quality and intensity
to that at Kenyon," said Professor
Galbraith Crump, coordinator of the
proposed program.
Normally, Mr. Crump said, each
student in the program will enroll in
one course in the Exeter English
department, one course in another
department, and one individual
tutorial program "designed by the
students in conjunction with the
accompanying member of the
English department."
"If successfully completed the
work will count as four units of credit
toward a Kenyon degree," Mr.
Crump said, "as well as counting
towards a student's cumulative
average."
The University of Exeter,
according to an information bulletin
soon to be available to students
through the Office of Off-Camp- us
Study, is located on the grounds of
what was once a private estate just
outside of the City of Exeter. "The
chief city of the Southwest, Exeter is
one of the most historic cities of
Britain," according to the bulletin.
"Its new theater, cinemas and
bustling business center provide an
interesting contrast with its ancient
cathedral that dates back to the first
century."
Admissions to the programs will
be open to all students with
Sophomore standing. Acceptance in
the program will be determined by
Kenyon College, subject to
confirmation by the University of
Exeter, according to Mr. Crump.
Each participant, according to the
Off-Camp- us Study Office, will pay
regular Kenyon College tuition. Cost
of room, transportation and board
should approximate cost of room and
board at Kenyon.
In addition, arrangements will be
made to take advantage of the unique
educational opportunities in historic
Exeter. Mr. Crump said, "During
the Christmas and Spring vacation,
special field trips will be arranged to
supplement the academic program at
the University."
"An. attempt
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We carried these stories this semester.
Tenure: Policy and Problems: a three part series on the issues
confronting College officials regarding tenured and non-tenur- ed
professors.
Fraternities: changing attitudes
living at Kenyon.
Fine Drama Seen In
'The Lover' And 'Complications'
By Blake Axtell
The theatrical events of the past
weekend have forced this neophytic
reviewer to delay his attendance to
the academic crunch that faces us all
and to take pen in hand. The events
were of a nature that cannot be
allowed to pass journalistically
unnoticed. The Drama Annex
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
nights was the site for two of the
finest dramatic productions seen by
Kenyon audiences in the last few
years. Two Drama 100 projects, The
Lover and Complications; were
presented, comprising a completely
satisfying and inspired evening.
The Lover
The Lover, by Harold Pinter, is a
finely wrought play dealing with what
at first appears to be an unusual love
triangle. It opens with a married
couple who are quite aware of and
openly discuss the wife's lover and
his frequent visits. The situation
puts the audience a bit off balance due
to the civility and decorum with
which the arrangement is carried
off. But in the fourth scene the
audience completely loses its
balance and its vision of reality when
the lover, who is indeed the husband,
arrives. The result is an intricate
balance of fantasy and reality
wherein one can never be assured of
Ordination
(Con't From Page 1)
Grimm, "is a reinterpretation of
that existing canon."
Ms. Grimm has been the associate
chaplain at Kenyon since September.
She describes her role as sort of "a
general practitioner" and her job as
"a mixed bag".
"One way in which I differ from
someone who is doing strictly
counseling," she said, "is that
people don't have to have a 'problem'
in order to have a chunk of my time.
This can mean in an ongoing
relationship, if people do have
hassles, that I have the skills to help
with what's going on with them."
Ms. Grimm graduated from
Allegheny College and majored in
geology. She received her Master of
Divinity degree in 1973 from
Episcopal Theological School,
affiliated with Harvard University.
She worked for a year at Boston State
Hospital as a chaplain and served at
Massachusetts General Hospital for
a year in the same capacity. She has
completed a year's course work in
geochronology, a combination of
geology and archaeology, at the
University of Arizona.
to stimulate the College community by representing its
reflect a new outlook on fraternal
The New House System: Its implementation and consequences for the
Kenyon community.
Integrated Study: a unique program of learning to begin in September
1975.
John Crowe Ransom: a memorial feature on Kenyon's distinguished
professor, poet and founder editor of The Kenyon Review.
Robert Penn Warren: a special interview with the author of All The
King's Men.
Our weekly features include: Inside Senate an examination of the
activities of Kenyon's decision making bodies; Along Middle Path a
weekly calendar of campus events; Peircing Comments a satiric look
at Kenyon and all of its idiosyncracies, and original graphic art.
the distinction between the two.
The play was the directing project
of Rob Jaffe and the acting project of
Janice Paran. They made an
excellent choice in casting John
Gilliss as the husband lover. Miss
Paran and Mr. Gilliss played off each
other marvelously. Each portrayed
and shifted his character as
delicately and subtly as the roles
demand. The play and the actors'
professional representation had a
fighteningly disorienting effect upon
the audience. The definition between
the game and life is made so subtle as
to be undetectable. The craving for
resolution felt by the audience was
left chillingly unfulfilled.
Thank goodness for the second
play. The Drama Annex was
completely restagedby the invisible
elves, the tech people, and the
creativity of student directors and
producers in overcoming the
limiting conditions of the Drama
Annex was once again a source of
amazement.
Complications
The second play, Complications, a
musical, is based on Moliere's
satirical farce Tne Doctor In Spite of
Himself. The play was conceived,
adapted, created, arranged,
directed, conducted and, in part,
even performed by Doug Anderson. I
would imagine he even stuck around
to strike the set afterwards. The
music was performed by the J. B.
Lully Sextet and Philip Pierce at the
piano. They were all excellent and
added, through their dress and mere
presence, to the atmosphere of the
play. The play is about a slightly
dissipated woodcutter whose wife
(Katherine Weiss) has misled two
servants from a nearby manor
CBarry Plumlee and John Morely)
into believing that he is a unique, if
eccentric, physician. The threat of
a beating compels the wood-
cutter doctor, played by Robert
Eisner, into admitting his knowledge
of things pathologic and the play is off
and running.
The songs written by Mr.
Anderson perfectly matched the fast
paced, light-heartedne- ss of the play.
They dealt with such topical themes
as wife-beatin- g, drinking, and the
new techniques the doctor
possessed. A stunningly costumed
chorus provided entr'acte narra-
tion throughout. They must be
commended for overcoming the
difficulties of being a chorus
resulting from the acoustics of the
Annex.
Robert Eisner was excellent,
sustaining the pace and hilarity of the
production throughout. His duty was
to cure a lovesick maiden (Emily
Crom), for whom a tyrannical father
These are a few of the stories we plan to bring our readers next
semester.
David Halberstam: a special interview with the noted journalist and
author of The Best and the Brightest.
20th Century Alumni Greats: Paul Newman, Olaf Palme, Robert Lowell,
Carl Djerassi, Jonathan Winters, among others.
The 60's: a decade at Kenyon interviews with members of the Kenyon
community who have observed the changing scene on campus.
Kenyon's New President: the result of an extensive search to fill
Kenyon's top administrative position.
v'r-'- C:
'
(Tom Wilson) was planning marriage
against her will, from a self-induc- ed
dumbness. In the riotous carryings-o- n
involved in the cure, Mr. Eisner
was admirably assisted by the entire
cast. All completely enjoyed their
roles and the play and their
enthusiasm infected the audience.
The choreography was by Audrey
Bullar. She and Mr. Anderson must
be commended for the number of
people who were able to move quickly
on and off the stage without mishap.
The sextet turned in a virtuoso
performance and obviously enjoyed
the play as much as the audience did.
And Doug Anderson, when he was not
conducting was, as I mentioned,
performing as well. From his rather
omnipotent position he viewed and
physiognomically commented on the
outlandish and sometimes ribald
activities of the characters.
The evening as a whole was a
memorable one. Both productions
were exceedingly well done, and the
audience was exhilarated and
perhaps a bit awestruck by the
professionalism of both per-
formances. The only regrettable
aspect of the evening was that not as
many people were able to attend as
should have been. This is an
unfortunate constraint imposed by
the Annex and the limited number of
performances of the Drama 100
projects.
At the end of a unique evening of
theater Mr. James Michael said,
"It's been quite a year in the Drama
Annex." It has indeed.
Hannah More
And The Books
(Con't From Page 1)
dollar. One of the main objections to
the book itself was that it "looks
tacky" . Council also complained that
many names placed under the
pictures were wrong.
The Council accepted a motion to
suggest to the administration that
they revert to their past practice of
placing freshman pictures in the
back of the student handbook which
is distributed free to all students.
The Council also recommended
that the administration pay a college
organization to publish the Phone
Book and distribute it free to
students. It was brought out at the
meeting that the phone book costs
less to publish than the two books
which had the same information that
the administration paid for
previously.
experience."
Send check payable to
The Kenyon Collegian
P.O. Box 308
Gambier, Ohio 43022
Name
Address
ryCity
State
13 issues of The Kenyon Collegian :
tor $4.uu
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By Linda Angst
"The study of cultures beyond the
western tradition is an essential part
of liberal education in our time. "
With this in mind; the Great Lakes
Colleges Association (GLCA) has
attempted to make resources
concerning East Asian language and
area studies available and more
accessible to its twelve member
colleges. The main vehicle for this
thrust has been the recently-create- d
Center for East Asian Studies based
on Earlham College in Indiana, with a
coordinate office at Oberlin. It is
directed by Jackson Bailey, and
coordinated by Diana Battista at
Earlham and Halsey Beemer at
Oberlin.
Initiated on July 1, 1973, and
supported by a $380,000 three-yea- r
grant from the Lilly Endowment of
Indianapolis, the Center has been
active in obtaining materials and
allocating them to member colleges
as well as sponsoring a wide variety
of commendable academic and
cultural programs for interested
students and faculty.
The resources provided by the
Center include a substantial amount
of films and tapes. Other resources
made available through grants or
gifts to the Center include books on
East Asia, contributed recently by
both the Japan Foundation and the
International House of Japan. The
Center has also compiled a list of
available lecturers, from among the
faculty of member colleges,
specifically Oberlin and Earlham.
There have been several
successful working conferences
concerning the incorporation of East
Asian studies into a liberal arts
curriculum. Oberlin was the cite for
a month-lon- g Institute of Chinese
Science program last January, which
included among other things-lect- ures
on acupuncture given by an
American doctor who had studied
this Oriental medical technique.
Ohio Wesleyan also held a two-da- y
conference on East Asia last year
which encouraged community
participation but which, unfortun-
ately, proved to be of little success.
Several one-da- y programs in-
cluding lectures or seminars have
been held at various colleges, and the
Center has hopes of continuing such
programs and workshops.
Numbered among the more
elaborate and adventurous of the
programs is the Chinese Studies in
Hong Kong. The Monmouth Institute
of this past June was a program in
which a limited number of faculty
members were given the opportunity
to enhance their competence in
Japanese studies.
The Asian Exhibit held in early
October of this year at Denison,
provided workshops, lectures,
exhibits and an evening of classical
Japanese music.
The Center's tentative future
plans include a proposed Asian
Musical Drama workshop to be held
at Oberlin this January.
The Center is responsible for
making GLCA members aware of
study opportunities through
unaffiliated U.S. universities as well
as those abroad. This past summer it
was included in a program by the
University of Michigan in which
fellowships were made available for
students and faculty of GLCA
member colleges to study Japanese
language under an intensive
Peircing Comments
Monologue
By J. A. Gioia
Randy Newman laughed. He said he'd never actually played a concert in
Cleveland but he'd once played at Kenyon College, which is where Jonathan
Winters, the comedian, went to school.
from The New Yorker
Announcer: Ladies and Gentlemen, the Starlight Room atop Dorm 3 is proud
to present the Kenyon kutup, the student of stitches, the comedy stylings of Al
Zinger.
(music, applause and "hey-yo's- " are heard)
Al: Thank you, hey how are ya? O.K. Thanks. Great crowd tonight. Any trouble
getting up here in the elevator? Fine. Take my Politics seminar for example,
please take it! No, seriously folks I don't want to complain about academics,
but, I'd rather work on a Georgia chain gang than this term paper. At least
Lestor Maddox can't tell me I'm stupid. Hey, but I'm not knockin' my teacher.
He's a great guy. Last week in class, every paper he handed out had an "A" on
it. Said he'd teach us the rest of the alphabet when he thought we could handle
it. Really, I got an essay back, and he wrote, "B-- , please see me." So I went to
his office and he exposed himself. What's this? You say he's in the audience
tonight?! Where is he? Oh yes, please stand up and take a bow sir. You can't
stand up? Hokay , nice face! You have your beautiful wife with you tonight I see.
Oh, she's not your wife? Very beautiful freshman with you tonight!
(whispering) watch it honey, he's gonna want to play "doctorate" later, (many
"hey-yo's"- ) Now, now sir, if you get violent they'll throw you out, and it's a
long fall. Ah, you'll get even you say? Just try it pal an' black an' white
glossies of your little menage a trois with Renaissance Man and Woman will
be out faster than you can say "leave of absence." Aww quiet! Jack, who let
this drunk show in?
Where was I? Y'know a lot of people have been complaining about vermin in
the dorms lately. No! I mean silverfish, centipedes, mice, bats an' things.
VZZZTT. Insect Fear! One girl had a platoon of roaches come into her suite
and turn down the stereo. They're really adapting well to college life though.
A friend o' mine came back from classes and found a cluster of bats in his
room gettin' high and listenin' to "Dark Star". Don't tell the administration.
They might try to make the things register as students. Wow. Could you
imagine a baby book for that? Dig it. This thing with four eyes, six antennae,
and claws; underneath it says: "Jack Mantis, Shaker Heights, Ohio." Could
have 'em take Bio and dissect themselves; solve the problem beautifully.
Went to Smythe House the other day, just to check it out and get my forty-fiv- e
dollars worth. The doctor asked me what I thought of Sex. Told him I
didn't have to think about it much because the walls of my dorm are kind of thin
. . . waita second! Whatare these two security guards doin' here? What? I'm
being busted! Stand back folks, I may go off at any moment! Hey, get your
hands off me! Call God on your walkie-talkie- . Hot puppies, academic pros! I'm
dyin' up here. Cue the band, cue the band!!
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East Asian Studies Sponsored By
Great Lakes College Association
program, which at least one student
at Kenyon took advantage of.
Two professors of Kenyon's Art
Department, Joseph Slate and Dan
Fleckles, have received grants
enabling them to study East Asian
art. Chalmers Library has, in the
past, received books from the Center
and is expecting another gift soon.
Although the Center has
attempted through the provision of
resources and various programs
to provide some sort of substantial
contact with East Asian matters, it
has stimulated little response from
college communities. Whether this
can be attributed to the Center's
weakness in adequately publicizing
such events or whether there is
simply a lack of interest on the part
of most communities, it is hard to
say. It is not impossible, however,
that a combination of the two is
responsible for the poor attendance
at such events as the Denison
conference.
Merger Of Film; J-Boar- ds
Await Senate Approval
By Tom Ford
The Senate was slated to act on a
proposal to consolidate the
Journalism and Film Boards into one
Media Board, reducing the total
number of staff members from 21 to
16.
The proposal, written by Senator-At-Larg- e
Kim Straus and J-Bo- ard
member Anthony Wood places the
responsibility of presenting Budget
proposals to the individual
publications, WKCO, and the Film
Board. Previously, the Council
allocated a lump sum to the J-Bo- ard
which then distributed the monies
between the publications and WKCO.
The primary concerns of the
Media Board would be no different
from those of the present J-Boa- rd
The proposal says, "The principal
concern of the Media Board shall be
the standards of performance of the
newspaper, literary magazir
WKCO, the film organization, etc
" The Board is also charged with
encouraging and assisting the
editors, managers, and directors of
these media organizations "
carefully refraining from acting as
censors, yet providing guidance and
advice . . ."
Straus said "The board should bea
community sounding board for those
things which are public in this
community. It's an objective groupof
people who read the newspapers, see
the films and can make judgments
when they feel this community has
been hurt."
Outside The Microcosm
Viet Veteran And Deserter
By Bob Strong
I think I am one of the few people
who served for two years in Viet Nam
and at the same time was declared a
deserter. It all began when the Navy
sent me orders to report to two
different places on the same day. The
orders had come from the same
office and there was no way to decide
which had precedence. I called
Washington and after numerous
referrals eventually talked to the
secretary to the Assistant Officer
for Miscellaneous Inquiries at the
Bureau of Error Coordination. She
said the weather would be better in
California, so that's where I went.
When I didn't show up in Virginia, the
Naval Base there reported to the FBI
that I was a deserter.
My parents, ignorant of the
confusion, were surprised when the
FBI agents came to investigate.
Naturally enough, in a dispute
between his son and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, my father
sided with the FBI. "The little
coward probably went to Canada," he
told the agents. After all, I had gone
to college. In those days that was
sufficient reason to suspect un-Americ- an
inclinations. My mother
was a little more sympathetic and
suggested that I was sick. She even
offered to give the FBI a note, like all
the ones she had written to
innumerable school teachers: "My
son can't go to the war today because
hedoesn'tfeelgood." The FBI liked
my father's explanation better and
added my name to the list of
"Deserters: Probable Location
Canada." That was the end of their
investigation.
The next time I called home I got
the distinct impression that
something was wrong. My mother
kept crying and asking me how I felt
and my father asked me if I was
ashamed of myself and told me about
what his generation had done to
Hitler. I felt fine and had just been at
sea for over a month which had made
it difficult to do anything I could be
ashamed of. I was planning on doing
something I'd be ashamed of, but I
hadn't done it yet.
When I finally understood the
problem I began a year and a half of
correspondence with the Navy, the
FBI, and the Justice Department to
prove that I was the innocent victim
of bureaucratic error. Despite all
assurances that the mistake has been
corrected I have been afraid ever
since to go near the Canadian border,
and my father persists in believine
that I must have done sometnin?
wrong Efrem Zimbalist Jr. just
doesn't make mistakes.
Yesterday my worst fears were
confirmed. My parents called to say
that I had received a letter from
President Ford offering amnesty if I
will agree to spend two years
cleaning ceilings at the Ohio State
Home for the Tall.
Collegian
Positions Available- -
The Kenyon Collegian has opening
for accomplished photographers,
writers, and news and sports
reporters and available positions in
lay-o- ut and circulation. Look for
announcements for a meeting to be
held for new staff membersfirst
week of next semester.
Our Famous Alumni (Part 6)
Kenyon's 19th Century:
Uncreative And Strict
By Richard S. West
The Kenyon College of the 19th
century was not the Kenyon we know
today. Characteristic of its first 75
years was a commonplace, high-scho- ol
type curriculum
administered in a devastatingly
strict, monastic-lik- e atmosphere.
Most of the institutions of higher
learning in that day were backward
in many ways, yet Kenyon life was
even harsh in comparison.
In its early years Kenyon was a
wilderness school. The students
could do nothing but bear with the
elements. Log cabins served as
dorms and the tilled Gambier soil
provided much of the college diet.
Students were expected to put in time
each week helping with the on-goin- g
construction and farming. The
working day began at 5 a.m. and
ended late. Vacations were few and
the school year was long.
Why then did Kenyon attract the
men of ambition and talent it did
during its first fifteen years? In
almost every case the reason was
either financially based or due to
lack of choice. When Chase founded
the College the total fee for tuition
and room and board was setat $75.00
while Yale, for instance, cost
$150.00: a substantial difference,
especially in those days.
Additionally, Kenyon was one of only
three colleges in Ohio in 1828 and 600
places were available west of the
Appalachian for students interested
in persuing higher education. One
way or the other, the choice for most
was severely restricted. History
bears out the contention that these
two factors played a dominant role in
Kenyon's early success. In the three
decades following the founding, total
college costs went up and an amazing
number of other colleges were
established. Both factors hurt
Kenyon and resulted in a drop in the
caliber of Kenyon men. This
,
left the
College with almost sixty years'
worth of graduates who distinguished
themselves in nothing, clearly a
Liberal Arts College record.
But Kenyon can tak'j credit, in
some respects, for molding the
characters of many of the men who
attended. Besides the theologiM1
school alumni virtually every
Davis '37 was
194
century graduate who later beca!
famous was a politician: Hayes
became President; Dav
and Stanley Matthews
'42
'32
40 became
Supreme Court Justices; Stanton
was a cabinet official; Henry Winter
congressman.
Kenvon did not turn
experimenters, creators
educators, it turned out touf
practical, down-to-eart- h realist
Postively, a Kenyon education coi
have been viewed as an excel
preparation for life in a dog-eat- 8
world. Negatively, it could have
seen as a dulling
experience.
Histnrv sppms tn show
Kenyon of the 1 9th century was no
place of creative learning nor, as
result, an institution with a r'
history this awaited it in the
century.
Next semester, Our
Alumni will profile the
greats of the 20th century.
stifflut
that the
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XTIIIHLXXJ The Dance Machine
a
By Peter Reiss
and Chris Rossebo
.JE TOUCH (1971, color, 113
.jerson, and Max von Sydow.
--
ected-by Ingmar Bergman.
3ergman directs his first
-- erican language film, which is
a the first ' nis lve emotion
t. r. A T.i. 1
;Des from a Marriage). The film
.incalnvp trianp-l- p with pnnncrhy.tlL'F ' '"t"
---n-
sity to be unmistakably
:-.-
-man. Gould, under Bergman's
ection, loses his glib boyishness
j performs a competent
i-icte-
r.
H1DREN OF PARADISE (1943-45- .
black and white, 188 min.)
Jlit can you say about the most
utiful movie ever made? You can
j that it has the most beautiful
, 3111 in the world (Arletty), and the
it beautiful man in the world
uLouis Barrault, who was
orcel Marceau's mime teacher).
:icansay that it tells the story of
;:r doomed romance as characters
: Marcel Carne's vision-drea- m of
iris in the early nineteenth
-- :rary. You can say that Carne has
A the screen with so many
iiuful details that for over three
.rswesimply float along with him
::lis camera. You can say that he
jes us way back to a remote and
-- antic era where time is
1 j -.- -ijj
Compiled by Kathy Fallon
-- lay, Dec. 13th
lie KFS will show The Touch at
:ip.m., followed by Pas de Deux,
t:hine, and We're No Angels at
:.)0p.m.
arday, Dec. 14th
Graduate Record Exams will be
ii'm Lower Dempsey Hall at 8:30
n
Hie Kenyon Swim Team takes on
aison University at Shaffer Pool at
'4 p.m.
Hie Chasers will present a
ert at 7:00 p.m. in Peirce
-- mge.
The Kenyon Basketball Team
:sUrbana College in Wertheimer
sldhouse at 7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m. the KFS will show
Mrei of Paradise, and at 10:00,
is de Deux, Machine, and The
atay, Dec. 15th
'he KFS will show We're No
&te at 8:00 p.m. followed by
'Mine, Pas de Deux and Children
'Paradise starting at 10:00 in
ssse.
The Ascent ofMan film series will
'Generation Upon Generation at
'"and 9:15 p.m. and at 4:30 p.m.
'following afternoon in the Bio.
ditorium.
'aiiiay, Dec. 16th
"he Kenvon College Dance
(ichine will present a concert at
"P.m. in Rosse.
,fsday, Dec. 17th
A'8:00p.m. the Kenyon College
Machine will give a concert in
7je Hall.
'esday, Dec. 18th
KFS will show Children of
""Wise at 10:00 p.m. in Rosse.
'y, Dec. 27th
Gonial City Basketball Classic
'"O p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
From "Children of Paradise."
suspended in favor of emotion and
reaction. You can say that this film
was shown here last year and
probably the year before. You can
say that it is being held over and
being shown on Tuesday as well as
the weekend. You can say all this
because the film is so good that you
honestly feel it is the best film ever
made and that everyone should see it.
WE'RE NO ANGELS (1955, color,
103 min.) Starring Humphrey
Bogart, Aldo Ray, Peter Ustinov.
Directed by Michael Curtiz.
An interesting study of Bogart in
his late period, showing him playing
down to the younger Ray and Ustinov.
The Christmas storyline portrays
the three stars as escaped convicts
from Devil's Island who take over a
French shopkeeper's store. As
auditors arrive to collect from the
storekeeper, the convicts turn
angels and bail the store out of debt.
NOTE: Second semester films
start the first Wednesday after we
come back from Winter Break.
Saturday, Dec. 28th
Colonial City Basketball Classic
at 6:00 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
Wednesday, Jan. 15th
The Faculty Lectureships Com-
mittee will present Kenyon political
science professor, Robert Bauer,
Oils Teas
Snacks Honey
Cheeses Spices
Whole Grains
Shampoos Rinses
Fresh Ground Coffees
'A Joint Effort' Next Week
"A Joint Effort", an evening of
dance, will be presented by the
Kenyon Dance Machine on Monday
and Tuesday nights, December 16
and 17 in Rosse Hall.
The program will include Israeli
folk dances by members of the
Gambier Experimental College
dance group taught by Irene Randall,
a shortened version of a dance
technique class, work by the Kenyon
dance company, and a jazz solo by
Toots Dennis.
The evening of dance is presented
to show the Kenyon community the
different aspects of dance at Kenyon.
The technique class meets twice
weekly and includes members of the
dance company who were chosen by
audition.
The Dance Company will present
student compositions, which are
individual routines combined into
one dance piece. "Batch", a dance
number choreographed by technique
teacher Anna Leo will be performed
by the entire group and "Straw",
choreographed by Deb Seigel, an
Ohio State graduate, will be danced
by Karen Cockley, Audrey Bullar,
and Vivia McCutcheon. The company
also includes Sarah Allan, Alison
Stone, Paula Stoeke, and Lisa Brenn.
There are two performances, both
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are available
between 2:00 and 4:00 p.m. daily at
the Hill Theatre Box Office. General
admission is $1 .00, Kenyon students
free with I.D.s.
--Along Middle Path
lecturing on Changing American
Views of Communism and Their
Impact on U.S. Domestic and Foreign
Policy at 8:00 p.m. in
Philomathesian.
ACTION (Peace Corps and Vista)
recruitment in Peirce Lounge and
Gund Dining Commons during lunch.
Full Circle Foods
Low Prices
Bulk Orders
Special Orders
Open Daily 1:00 p.m
Behind Farr Hall
to ?
Gambier
Let TL Gifts
You Q oose for Oth. ers
Say 5 ome thing JMice SAou You
Handcrafted Jewelry by Fred and Dianne Rundell
Sterling Silver and Goldjewelry for men and women of all ages-- or have
something custom made earrings, bracelets, rings, pendants, cuff links,
tie tacks, neckpieces from stocking stuffer to fine silver and gold
jewelry set with semi-preciou- s stones.
Pottery by George and Rosene Zaros and Ron Desmett
Hand thrown and bui It pottery! Hanging planters, draining pots, wine and
mice sets standing planters, casseroles, mugs, vases, wall plaques, raku
weedpotsi Color ranges from warm earth tones to rich blues and aquas.
iLvett Corner East High and Gay Streets. Mount Vernon. Ohio11-- 5 30 Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
Open evenings in December by appointment
Please place all jewelry custom orders by December 9th
Cape Cod Summer
Planning on coming to the Cape this summer to work or play? Write now
for valuable pamphlet covering where to stay, what to expect to pay for
it, where to start looking for work, what types of jobs are available,
average wages, & much more.
Send $1.00 and a self-addresse- d stamped envelope to . . .
Cape Cod Summer
Box 45
Centerville. Mass.
Gund Snack Shop
Come in and See Our
Fresh Fruit Stand
Tangelos
ott1
02632
It's Healthy!
as the Season permits
Gund Snack Shop Hours
Monday-Thursda- y
Friday and Saturday
Sunday
11:00 a.m. -- 12:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m. -- 1:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m. -- 12 midnight
Pete's Aviation Service
Wynkoop Airport Mt. Vernon
Learn-To-Fly-
"
Student Rates
Cessna 150's at 12 hr. Solo 20 hr. Dual(Call now for free intro flite)
Skylane service to Port Columbus
3 Pax baggage ... $25 ...
Free Local Pick-u- p & Delivery
393-120- 6
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Hoop Group Lay-U- p 2nd
In Rose-Hulma- n Tourney
By Arthur Berkowitz
Sports Editor
Traveling 600 miles and leaving
the safety of Gambier for four days,
the Lords' Hoop Group managed a
second-plac- e finish in the Rose
Hulman Centennial Invitational
Tournament this past weekend.
Upset Wabash
Placed in the spoiler role, the
Lords upset pre-tourname- nt favorite
Wabash College in a highly physical
game. Despite being the recipients of
24 personal fouls, the Lords
managed a season-hig- h 62 percent
field goal accuracy from the field.
Guard John Van Doom (23 points) and
forward Mark Leonard (16 points, 10
rebounds) provided the impetus for
Kenyon's finest offensive and
defensive performance of the still
young season.
Upset by University of the South
Buoyed by their performance
against Wabash, the Lords were
"cautiously optimistic" for a
tournament championship, a would-b- e
first for the basketball program.
The Lords dominated the first half
with a combination of hot shooting
and scrappy defense, entering
halftime with an 8 point lead.
However, the back-to-bac- k games
took their toll as a physically tired
squad turned in a sloppy reaching
defense in the second half. Despite
continued scoring from guards Evan
Eisner (12) and Jim Wurtz (11), and a
fine performance by tournament
At Rose-Hulma- n
By Lee Markowitz
Kenyon students battled
ferociously in an attempt to win the
Rose-Hulma- n Institute Centennial
Games, held in Terre Haute, Indiana
last weekend. Other participants in
the games, celebrating the
Institute's hundredth year, were
Rose-Hulma- n, Wabash, and Sewanee.
The competition included billards,
bowling, bridge, chess, table tennis,
and basketball tournaments, each
weighted equally with a champion
determined on overall performance.
Kenyon stormed to a first place
finish in both billards events, as
Steve Anschultz drilled in twice as
many balls as his only opponent and
Bob Hillis conquered his nine ball foe
four games to two. On the alleys,
A
304 Martinsbyrg Rd.
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MVP Tim Appleton, the Lords
succumbed to the Sewanee Tigers 80-7- 1.
Optimistic Notes
Despite a discouraging defeat in
the finals, Coach Zak must still be
encouraged by the return of injured
Dave Meyer to action, the continued
steady play of center Rich Milligan,
and the selection of John Van Doom
and Tim Appleton to the All-Tournam- ent
Team. This Saturday
the team hopes to rebound against an
invading Urbana College squad. Tip-of- f
is 7:30 p.m. at the Wertheimer
Fieldhouse.
lit- -
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Kenyon failed to taste the success it
enjoyed on the billiards table and was
no match for a powerful Rose-Hulma- n
team. Dave McClave did
manage a 499 series, but fell short of
topping any member of the Rose-Hulma- n
team. The Lords' chessmen
also had little to smile about except
for Kevin Dybvig, who received the
most valuable player award for
winning both games on Board No. 1.
Playing with three contestants
instead of four helped to stymie
Kenyon's chances. However, the
chess team overcame this handicap
and placed a close second. The Lords
were hindered in the table tennis
tourney, having failed to enter a
doubles team, but Lee Markowitz
captured a second place finish in the
singles tournament.
The final tally revealed Kenyon,
with fourteen points, to be second
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Twenty-Tw-o Skiddoo
Swimmers Dump 'Doo' & 'O.B' Toe
. By Bill Lominac
For the first time since 1969, the
Kenyon swimming team won the Ohio
Athletic Conference Relays,
stopping meet-favorit- e and host
Denison University which was
bidding for its fifth straight OAC
Relay title. Enroute to the victory the
Lords set three OAC record and won
the distinction of having the first girl
participant in OAC swimming
history.
The victory came as a welcome
surprise to coach Dick Sloan, now in
his seventh season as swimming
mentor. Explaining the victory,
Coach Sloan stated "we were in
better shape than expected."
However, the freshman group,
twelve in all, proved to be a welcome
addition. The traditional opener for
u.
v i
Tim Appleton is light on his feet during the opening minutes of play against
Sewanee. We lost that game by 80-7- 1 but the team beat Wabash and placed
second in the tournament at Rose-Hulma- n.
Hustlers Heist First; Gamesters Nab Second
only to Rose-Hulman- 's eighteen.
There was an unfortunate lack of
support from students, but all those
who participated did an excellent job.
A sports banquet on Saturday
afternoon, at which the winners were
presented with trophies, concluded
the weekend's festivities.
Icemen Cometh
Against 'Big Red'
Kenyon's Ice Hockey team will
open another exciting season with a
game against a more experienced
"Big Red" team from Denison this
Friday afternoon at the Ice Chalet in
Westerville. Face-of- f will be at 5:45
p.m.
Kenyon's hopes rest upon the
returning members of last year's
squad and the assistance of several
talented freshmen. Leading the
offense are juniors Jono Rothschild,
Brad Meyer, and Chris Powers.
They will be backed up by the
tenacious talents of Bones Fisher,
Joe Dreher, and the defense led by
captain George Ewing and John
Parsons.
Denison has already played in
three games which gives them a
seemingly strong edge over the
Lords, who have practiced but three
times thus far this year.
The usual array of vocal fans, in
their brightred busses, is expected
to follow the team to Westerville.
Our locals would naturally
appreciate all the support they can
get.
Future games are scheduled for
after Christmas break with Denison,
Oberlin, and Miami. Plan to attend.
Kenyon, as well as the OAC, may
prove to be the spark needed for the
team's 22nd consecutive OAC title.
The team returns with 13 lettermen,
including College Division All-Americ- an
Don Constantino, John
Davis, Jim Kuhn, Bill Montei, and
Bruce Morter.
Kenyon set three marks in the 300-yar- d
breaststroke relay
(Constantino, Dave McGue, and
Kuhn), the 800-yar- d freestyle relay
(Davis, Morten, Montei, and Chris
Barr), and the 1500-yar- d freestyle
relay (Barr, Morten, and Davis).
Along with these feats the team of
freshmen Mike Cornelia, Kevin
Driscoll, and Charles Barrie
registered the best effort ever for a
Kenyon 300-yar- d butterfly relay.
This mark was of special interest to
Coach Sloan because the
achievement was by freshmen.
Freshwoman Tamis Kaplan
became the first woman participant
in OAC competition, competing with
teammate Jake Layton in the one-met- er
diving competition. Another
fflu
first occurred during the rela-Capit- al
University had the (jj
Black participant in OAC swimn-,-- .
action
Coach Sloan and his enthusiast
and highly dedicated squad must rr,
prepare for a tough and ve-competit- ive
schedule. Ahead
a--Deni-
son,
next Saturday (Decent;-14)- ,
and such powerhouse universi-team- s
as Bowling Green, Mia;
University, the University-Cincinnati- ,
and Youngstown. The;,
and other rough OAC opponents rre
be beaten, Coach Sloan indicated. :
prepare for the upcoming and m::
desired OAC championships.
Final scoring for the 20th anm
Ohio Athletic Conference Relays:
SPORTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Kenyon 102
Denison 94
Wooster 80
Oberlin 60
Muskingum 38
Wittenburg-- 36
Capital 16
Lukacs' Line
By Paul B. Lukacs
The next time a new "Lukacs' Line" appears in print, it will be 1975.So.!i
we look back at another year of sports, one that was certainly filled wi:
exciting and monumental moments, I would like to present a few award-Som- e
are facetious, others serious, for that is what makes sports soexciti
a blend of the serious and the comical, the absurd and the true, the boring e:
the breath-taking- . These awards go to certain individuals who to
distinguished themselves on their respective fields, courts, office-courtroom- s,
etc., during The Year of Our Lord Nineteen-hundre- d e:
Seventy-four- .
The first award is to the college athlete of the year, and the lucky winner i-bask- etball's
David Thompson, the spectacular forward who led the Sort
Carolina State Wolfpack to victories over Maryland, UCLA, and Marques
last March. Thompson is an athlete possessing natural ability, desire
sportsmanship, and, most importantly in this, the age of the ego, mode-!- ?
Baseball's athlete of the year award is awarded to "Hammerin' Hani
Aaron, who, although no MVP in the league this year, shattered one of sport.-greates- t
records and withstood all sorts of vile racial abuse,
maintaining a certain amount of dignity.
Professional basketball's athlete of the year is that master o:
showmanship, "Dr. J.", the New York Nets' Julius Erving. Runners-- n
include Boston's Dave Cowens and Seattle's "Cue-Ball- " Watts, who, altfcou-bal- d,
has the audacity to wear a sweat band on his head.
The professional football athlete of the year award is given jointly to St
Louis' Jim Hart, who finally achieved stardom after years of mediocrity.
New York's Joe Namath, who made it through at least thirteen weeks oft
season without being injured, and who modelled pantyhose on television
Hockey's athlete of the year award goes to the entire Philadelphia Flyeft
hockey team for bringing some kind of championship to Philadelphia. Bott!
Orr and Phil Esposito receive awards as well, for being considerate eno-t- o
help the Flyers in their time of need.
of it-mo- stThe athlete of the year award in tennis goes to Jimmy Connors, one
polite and well-manner- ed individuals to ever play the game.
The most modest athlete of the year award is given to Reggie Jackson1-baseball'- s
champion Oakland A's, for insisting that Sports Illustrated title1'
story on him "Superduperstar".
The coach of the year award is given to Charles O. Finley, who refuse1'
sit in the dugout while managing, preferring the telephone instead.
The friendliest fans award goes to the city of Cleveland, whose fans stas
a riot during a Cleveland Indians' game at which beer was sold for a nic
glass.
dra"
The spoiled brat of the year is basketball's Marvin Barnes. He was
out of college last year and, after playing two weeks for the ABA Spir'ts
Saint Louis, decided to renegotiate his 250 thousand dollar a year contra
The worst prediction of the year award goes to yours truly for predict' --
that Kansas would be the number one college basketball team in the co
They lost to Indiana last week.
And, finally, the athlete of the year award is given to (drum-roll- , pj.
Muhammad Ali. Other nominees are John Cruyff, the greatest star
u' i i. .... E-jj- urn iho Roluian CVC'lS1.,..,, .... c ni i i, ,-- ( still, the
must go to Ali, who distinguished himself in two ways: by staging on.f0r!i
outgreatest comebacks in the history of sports when he knocked
Foreman, and by defeating Howard Cossell in a split decision
undisputed heavyweight mouth of the year crown.
So as Auld Lang Syne is played in the background, we bid goodbye '0
and roll out the red carpet for 1975. "Here's lookin' at you, kid.
.A
